
McCarthy-Towne School PTSO Meeting 
October 15, 2018 

 
Attendees 
Vidya Joshi, PTSO Senior Chair Loren Ettwein, PTSO Junior Chair 
Tracey Smith, Parent Involvement Coordinator Justin Kessler, PTSO Teacher Rep 
Aditi Chandra David Krane, McT Principal 
Jenny Wilder Biljana Blizanac 
Brian Dranka Shelley Cole  
Alana Flores Lisa Osgood 
Rahul Chandra April Hirschberg 
Marni Zelnick Dick Krieger 
Allison Forseter, PTSO Treasurer Kaitlin Nealon 
Judy Bourdon Alexsandra Suri 
 
 
Call to Order 

● The meeting was called to order at 6:37 
● Justin Kessler, the new PTSO Faculty Rep led the attendees with a Responsive Classroom greeting that involved 

rolling a foam die and greeting a person based on the roll. 
● Vidya introduced the district’s new Superintendent, Peter Light. 

 
Superintendent’s Q & A 
Peter introduced himself and said that the year has been off to a good start. His goal these first few months is to spend 
time listening and learning about the district. He wants to hear about challenges and is making it a priority to get into 
classes. In January he will develop a report to highlight the key findings. He will then work with senior administration to 
develop a plan. 
 
Peter’s first question to parents was “What do you see as strengths of the district?”  
 

In many cases, an item noted as a strength of A-B was countered by another parent who views it as a challenge. 
For instance, Marni Zelnick mentioned School Choice as being a strength of the district and a large reason why 
she chose Acton. A few other parents concurred. Alex Suri, however, noted that she views choice as a challenge.  
 
On the next topic, a parent expressed the lack of homework as a positive and a few parents agreed with her. 
Biljana Blizanac interjected that she disagrees with the no homework policy, to which a few other parents agreed 
with her.  
 
Some other strengths that were noted include: the district’s effort to look at the whole child and create a love for 
learning, the parent involvement and diversity. 

 
Peter then asked for parents to discuss what they see as challenges for the district. 
 

The first respondent noted that the district needs to embrace all-day kindergarten for all. Once again there was 
some dissent among the attendees and several parents spoke up who were happy about the fact that they have a 
choice between all-day and half-day kindergarten.  
 
Dick Krieger then spoke up about the transportation issues facing the district this year. He said that his family lives 
1.1 mile away from school yet his kids are on the bus for 40 minutes. He also noted how costly it is for all the 
bussing.  
 
Biljana wanted to note the unfairness of Blanchard for Acton residents in school choice (the school has not had 
any (or very much) space for non-Boxborough residents to choose Blanchard.  
 
Another parent wanted changes made to Pupil Services concerning the ways in which children who need services 
are getting them. For instance, children who get services at the junior high, miss out on taking a language.  
 
At least one parent mentioned the need for more recess time and said that even the JH needs a recess time. 
 



A parent mentioned the difficulty of drop off  in the morning when attempting to enter by the Hayward Rd 
entrance. It is closed because of high school traffic. There was a request for better signage. 
 
A parent mentioned the need for more consistency and communication between schools, in terms of general 
communication as well as things like fundraising. 
 
Other things mentioned include: getting rid of leveling at the high school; increasing Resilient Schools at the 
elementary level; a way to provide feedback at the end of the year.  
 
This part of the conversation ended with a discussion about Professional Development. It came about when a 
new parent expressed frustration at every Thursday being an early dismissal and wondering the reason for this. 
Peter answered that this is time set aside for Professional Development. Justin then went on to give examples of 
some of the ways in which they have used their PD time this year. Parents were very interested in this and a 
desire was expressed for greater communication around what teachers are doing for PD. 

 
 
Peter’s next topic was what does the community expect of the Superintendent. 
 
Some of the expectations voiced include: communication and availability; early notice for snow days; more bus drivers; 
more parent forums; visibility; shared leadership; improvements made to (confusing) website; and the desire that he 
embrace what makes Acton special before making changes. 
 
 
Principal’s Report 
In light of the time spent on the feedback forum and the fact that the previous PTSO meeting was only two weeks prior, 
David did not make a report. 
 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
Allison distributed financials paperwork, but also kept her remarks to a minimum. 
 
 
Looking Ahead 
Jenny Wilder was on hand to discuss the upcoming book fair and our partnership with the Silver Unicorn bookshop in 
town. Book fair will run from Tuesday to Friday during school and Friday night during the fall social. All classes will visit the 
fair during the school day. 
 
A call for volunteers for the Fall Social was put out. We have many games that need parent volunteers to run. Biljana 
asked why there are no events in the winter as that is such a quiet time. Tracey replied that winter weather makes it tricky 
to plan events because of the threat of it being postpone or cancelled due to storms. She gave the example of last year’s 
Book Swap which had to be postponed and on the make-up night the weather was still bad so turnout was very low and 
we ended up with an excess of books to clean up.  
 
The fall fundraiser (gift wrap) has ended. Sales were less than half of what they were last year. Parents were asked what 
they thought the reason for such low sales and answers included: fall is too busy, selection of gift wrap was poor, the fall 
is expensive with many other areas demanding money. One idea was to consider a spring fundraiser rather than fall. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 7:52 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Tracey Smith 
Parent Involvement Coordinator 

 


